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Danny Dingle's 
Super-Secret Spy 

Notebook.

DO NOT  READ (unless you are Danny, Percy 
or Superdog.)

It’s for your own good.

HONEST, it is.

Why would I lie to you?

BE WARNED: If you turn the page, a giant 
caterpillar will crawl under your desk and be SICK 
on your toes!
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Anyway,
This is me, DANNY DINGLE.
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This is my best friend (and assistant), 
PERCY MCDUFF.
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And this is my “pet”, SUPERDOG.

I tell people that he’s my “pet” (Superdog, that is 
- not Percy) but he’s actually a GENIUS, cleverly 
disguised as a toad.

CLEVER, huh?
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Percy, on the other hand, is just Percy.
He’s not cleverly disguised as anything.

It’s REALLY important that everyone goes on 
believing that Superdog is just a normal toad. 
If his cover is blown, he could be in 

LIFE-THREATENING DANGER!
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Some people (Mum) are already TERRIFIED 
of his genius abilities and swat at him with a 
broom whenever he’s around just in case he uses 
his HYPNOTIC POWERS on them.

So it seems only right that one         (me) should 
do what he can to try to protect the identity of 
another.
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Percy, on the other hand, is just Percy. 

Percy is sick.
A lot.
And there’s no escaping that.
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This is a picture of Percy and I stood next to 
THE WORLD'S BEST 

SUPERHERO:
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It was taken a few months ago at
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Percy and I managed to get tickets to Metalway 
by winning the Science Club Soap Box Derby last 
term in our fantastic METAL-MOBILE!

You see, Percy and I are SUPER-INVENTORS 

(at least, I am), and smug, full-of-himself, 
twit-faced Gareth Trumpshaw was no match 
for our (my) AWESOME - no, FARTSOME! - 
inventing powers!
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(We DEFINITELY DID NOT just win because 
we were the only team left in the race . . .)

Winning those tickets was so important to Percy 
and I because we know that Metalway is not only 
an AWESOME amusement park . . . it’s also one of 
Metal Face’s SUPER-SECRET LAIRS!

When we crossed that finish line and were handed 
our tickets, we knew that winning had been our 
FATE and that working for Metal Face was 
obviously our   DESTINY




